
Case Study:  Hospitality

A Residence Inn by Marriott needed to improve their guest satisfaction scores for Internet speed and performance. 
The CirrusWorks Governor™ device was installed to manage it’s highly congested data traffic during peak usage 
periods. The results were a 35% increase in bandwidth utilization and a 26% increase in guest satisfaction scores.

CirrusWorks bandwidth optimization technology helps boost guest satisfaction scores.

C A S E  S T U DY

ABOUT  THE PROPERY

Residence Inn by Marriott is one of the 
premier extended-stay hotels situated in 
the heart of the city. Because of its prime 
location, the hotel suites attract business 
travelers, tourists and family vacationers. 
The varied clientele put added pressure on 
the hotel’s amenities, particularly the guest 
Internet service. Peak load periods can 
last longer, and be more intense than with 
typical select service hotels. 

OVERVIEW

Video traffic and web applications were 
exceeding hotel bandwidth capacity, 
particularly during peak usage periods. 
By some estimates, data traffic from hotel 
guests has increased over 250% per annum 
for each of the past five years. Most of this 
traffic is encrypted, making it difficult to 
identify and control “heavy” users. It’s a 
situation not easily solved by throwing 
more bandwidth or money at the problem. 
Hotel management sought out a cost-
effective solution to address the exploding 
demand for bandwidth, and to improve 
guest Internet satisfaction scores.

CHALLENGES

“Giving busy travelers what they want, 
when they need it most,” is how the 

General Manager describes the motivation 
behind testing CirrusWorks’ innovative 
new technology. “We found that regular 
upgrades to Wi-Fi infrastructure and 
bandwidth capacity were necessary 
improvements, but they weren’t enough to 
meet the insatiable demand during peak 
periods, when travelers need it most.” 

Travelers demand fast, reliable Internet 
from hotels. It must work every time, for 
every user. Hotel operators have invested 
considerable sums into Wi-Fi equipment 
and upgrading bandwidth. So why do 
travelers continue to be dissatisfied? 
Because adding more bandwidth is simply 
not enough… Internet demand is elastic, 
ever-expanding. It can only be managed by 
intelligent systems that adapt to changing 
user environments. CirrusWorks was 
brought in to help.

SUMMARY

Challenges

 y Improve guest Internet 
performance scores

 y Control IT costs for bandwidth and 
support

 y Extend life and efficiency of 
Internet circuit

Solution

 y Optimize existing bandwidth and 
infrastructure

 y Reduce data congestion during 
peak load periods

 y Increase circuit efficiency and 
bandwidth utilization

 y Marriott GPNS-certified

Results

 y 26% improvement in Guest 
Satisfaction Scores for Internet 
Speed and Performance

 y 35% increase in bandwidth 
utilization

 y Unfettered use and performance 
for entire population of users
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THE PROBLEM

It’s simple math – the explosion of video 
traffic and web applications far exceeds the 
average hotel’s bandwidth capacity, especially 
during peak usage periods. Video and apps 
are designed to consume bandwidth at the 
expense of everyone else on the network. It’s 
“every device for itself,” and everyone suffers 
poor service during peak usage periods, 
when it matters most. 

“In addition to regular upgrades, we were 
looking to trial a new approach to bandwidth 
management that could help us achieve 
greater utilization, service quality and overall 
cost efficiencies from the property’s existing 
Wi-Fi investments,” said the General Manager.

THE FIELD TRIAL

So the Residence Inn by Marriott, together 
with their hospitality service provider, 
conducted a field trial of The Governor™ 
bandwidth optimization technology from 
CirrusWorks, Inc. It’s an innovative network 
performance platform developed especially 
for busy Wi-Fi networks. The Governor™ 
device was installed in January, 2016 and the 
team has been tracking performance data 
and guest satisfaction scores throughout the 
year.

THE TECHNOLOGY

”On the Internet, minutes can be an eternity,” 
said Rick Sternitzke, CTO of CirrusWorks. 
“The Governor™ solves Internet congestion 
in microseconds, dynamically adapting to 
peak usage periods. It uses mathematical 
algorithms to allocate bandwidth among 
active, competing devices on a network. 
This intelligent decision-engine is far more 
efficient than simply adding more capacity, 
capping certain applications or limiting user 
access.”

CirrusWorks makes a proprietary, next-
generation Internet performance tool. They 

currently provide measured improvement 
to busy shared networks in education, 
transportation/retail, shared office space 
and university network environments. 
Their flagship product, The Governor™ 
is GPNS-certified equipment by Marriott 
International.

RESULTS

The impact of The Governor™ on the hotel’s 
Wi-Fi performance was immediate, lifting 
guest satisfaction scores by over 22% during 
the first eight months of 2016, and 26% for the 
entire year-on-year scores. The measurable 
improvement was attributable to the effective 
increase in bandwidth recapture rates (“BRR”) 
achieved by The Governor™ technology, 
reducing latency and lag previously caused 
by “heavy” users during peak Internet usage 
hours. Recapture rates in excess of 35% 
increased the circuit’s overall efficiency and 
throughput rate, improving performance and 
likely extending its useful life. 

“The bump in guest satisfaction scores was 
really the icing on the cake,” said the General 
Manager. “The return on investment from 
this technology is measured in deferred 
bandwidth expenditures, reduced support 
costs and ultimately, happier guests.”

For more information on how CirrusWorks 
can help you improve Internet performance, 
lower costs and increase user satisfaction, 
please reach out to us on our website at 
CirrusWorks.net/contact.

ABOUT CIRRUSWORKS

CirrusWorks is the leader in bandwidth 
optimization technologies. Their flagship 
product, The Governor™, provides a 
simple, efficient, and cost-effective tool for 
maximizing the capacity of Internet circuits, 
getting more out of network infrastructure 

C A S E  S T U DY:  H O S P I TA L I T Y

“The results were 

immediate, lifting 

guest satisfaction 

scores by over 26% 

during the twelve 

months of 2016. “


